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Structure Matters: John Tucker on “Advanced Beta Beta” 
 
 
Thank you John for spending some time to participate in our series about how STRUCTURE MATTERS in choosing 
ETFs. As a Senior Managing Director of SSga and head of the U.S Index and ETF SPDR Portfolio Management business 
your role since 1988 has been important to the whole ETF industry. Not to waste time – let’s just start in with questions:  

 
1. Weiskopf: Why can’t we call ETFs that are not traditionally weighted – “Targeted Alpha.” Do you think that this 

“Smart Beta” label is an accurate representative of what our industry should be identifying as a means to invest? 

Frankly, all it does is say – the majority of the investment products are dumb or investors who choose the Smart 

ETFs are just looking for volatility?  

 
Tucker: At SSgA we use the term Advanced Beta to describe alternatively weighted indices. While I recognize 
there is not a universally accepted term to describe these products, I do not usually use “Smart Beta” and you 
hinted at the reason. Some people may conclude that if these products are “smart” then cap weighted products 
are not. I don’t believe that conclusion is correct. Cap weighted products have shown their mettle for many years 
and ultimately, the broad indices do measure the market as theory suggests. Remember that market cap is the 
equity valuation assigned by all investors. Alternatively weighted products provide investors new ways to 
implement views on certain market segments or factors, such as value, low volatility and size. In some ways 
these are analogous to the cap weighted style products that have been popular for some time. Those products 
also allowed investors to implement views on a particular market segment. 
 

2. Weiskopf: Traditional indexes such as the S&P500 dominate investor dollars. As a portfolio manager, what would 

you be looking for in your due diligence of an alternative indexes methodology that seek to outperform the 

traditional metrics here in the US?  

Tucker: SSgA frequently meets with index vendors to discuss new innovations in the index space. These 
meetings can be with well-known index firms, or newer firms with interesting strategies. Frequently the ideas from 
new indices come from well-known theories in the market or recent research papers. We also look for rigorous 
back tests, and discuss practical implementation issues with the vendor. Finally, we examine the vendor’s ability 
to support an index. While many of the big vendors make this appear seamless, index calculation requires 
significant infrastructure and accuracy is extremely important. 
 
 

3. Weiskopf: Do you favor replication or optimization in general, but particularly with your emerging market ETFs?  

 
Tucker: Our base case for managing equity index funds is replication, but we are keenly aware of the issues that 
make that impractical in some cases, including market and investor restrictions, breadth of the index and liquidity 
of underlying securities. These issues may mean that replication is impractical and optimization is preferable. An 
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optimized portfolio will still match the index exposure in many respects, but will hold a subset of the names in the 
index. 
 
Some investors take replication very literally, however, in practice, replication means creating a portfolio with 
minimal misweights. The misweights will vary based on many of the factors mentioned previously.   
       
 

4. Weiskopf: What do you see the role of a Portfolio Manager or capital markets in a passive ETF as being (1) to 

track the index as closely as possible and (2) to manage the tax consequences to as close to zero as possible? 

Should the PM or the team be measured against Bid/Ask spreads, real time pricing against INAV? 

Tucker: Tracking error is one factor to be considered in measuring an index manager, but I would caution against 
pushing that to extremes. Index managers need to balance tracking error against other costs such as market 
impact. In a simple example, suppose a stock is trading at $50 and a fund needs to buy 100,000 shares, 
benchmarked to the close. If normal liquidity cannot handle this order, sellers will be enticed by raising the closing 
price until the order is cleared. If the final price paid is $51, the manager tracks the index perfectly, but paid $51 
for a $50 stock that should return to $50 if no other information comes forward. Index managers must balance all 
costs and tracking error is one type of cost. In some products this will be much more challenging than others. 
 
 

5. Weiskopf: You have 123 funds at SSga with about 20 -25 sector funds representing a good portion of your assets. 

why haven’t you launched a global restaurant ETF? Wouldn’t this be a natural extension of your line up?  

Tucker: I’ll let our product development team know about your idea. 
 

6. Weiskopf: How is INAV and NAV priced in your fixed income ETFs? On the Bid - midpoint or Offer? What is the 

process that your portfolio managers work through when a credit is downgraded or is anticipated to be 

downgraded?  

 
Tucker: Our passive fixed income ETF NAVs are priced using evaluated bid logic. 
In terms of the INAV calculations, this service is supplied from multiple vendors.  Methodologies differ based on 
vendor and market segment.   

 
The treatment of downgrades in our passively managed fixed income ETFs is consistent with the index rules and 
criteria.  A downgrade would only trigger an investment rebalance or position unwind if the rating change resulted 
in the removal of an issue from the index at the next month end period.  In the event that a bond was going to be 
removed from the index, the investment team in conjunction with the trading desk would review various factors 
e.g., price volatility, position size, current liquidity, forward looking liquidity, etc. and make a determination on the 
strategy for liquidating the position going into month end.  To meet our objective of minimizing tracking error, we 
would look to unwind the position at a time and price near the month end valuation.  We take care to balance the 
risk of potentially carrying the position through month end in the event that bids are excessively wide or non-
existent to the risk of selling too early and missing a potential rally back in the name by month end. 
 

7. Weiskopf: What is the value proposition of the custodial and administrator role? How does this role add value to 

the investor or services shown in a differentiated manner 

Tucker: Index funds are operationally intensive because of their breadth and size. The large number of positions 
presents a host of challenges including processing trades, corporate actions, proxies, reconciliations, income 
collection and pricing securities. ETF’s require all of those things plus the specialized services required by the 
fund structure. These include basket creation and dissemination and booking basket activity. A knowledgeable 
administrator is vital to making an ETF function smoothly. AP’s and market makers rely on the precision and 
accuracy of the administrator.  
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8. Weiskopf: Does your firm’s size provide the ETF investor with any advantageous? Do you have any particular 

strengths since your firm can provide both back office-custodial/administrative aspects with the other typical 

structural issues? Are you more fully integrated than other firms which benefit the ETF investor?  

Tucker: Size is important in both index funds and ETF’s. They take a tremendous amount of automation to 
manage, custody and administer. The number of indices available in the market seems to get larger all the time, 
and they have different rules and rebalance schedules. When one stock spins-off a new company some indices 
may add that name. Others may not. The PM needs to know these rules for every fund they manage. In addition 
our size and scale allows us to invest significantly in systems and automation. For example, SSgA has a highly 
automated trading desk located in 3 regions of the world, Boston, London and Hong Kong, trading the securities 
domiciled in their region, regardless of the source of the order. Our traders are in the same time zones as the 
stocks they trade, allowing greater interaction with markets.  
 
We work closely with the fund administration and custodial teams when launching new products. I frequently 
speak to people in our fund administration group, sharing information from both sides. This allows State Street to 
view challenges from multiple lenses and create better products. While systems help make things easier, having a 
deep and experienced team in all parts of the business is vital. 
 

9. Weiskopf: Could you discuss how your portfolio management and/or capital markets team are organized?  

Tucker: Our capital markets team is separate from our portfolio management team. This allows more focus on the 
specific tasks needed. Our capital markets team works with market makers to help them implement trades 
effectively and make sure spreads are tight. The Capital Markets team also works to educate investors on trading 
strategies for ETFs. There is still work to be done to educate the market on ETF trading. Some investors may not 
be aware of the ETFs mechanism to tap underlying market liquidity, and may only look at the ETF’s volume. In 
many cases that is a small part of the picture. 
 
Thank you, John. Your insights and level of detail have as always been helpful. 
 

END OF INTERVIEW  
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